Introduction
Let N = f1; 2; 3; 4g and S be the family of all 56 couples (ijjK), where K N and ij is the union of two singletons i and j of N ? K. Elements and singletons of N are not distinguished and the sign for union between subsets of N is omitted.
A relation L S is called probabilistically (p{) representable if there exists a system of (four) random variables = ( i ) i2N such that L = j ] j = f(ijjK) 2 S; : i ? jjKg: The expression : i ? jjK shortens the phrase \ i is conditionally independent of j given K ", where K = ( k ) k2K , K N , is a subsystem of ( ; is taken as a constant). The system , called p{representation of L, is assumed to take only nite number of values. We reserve the symbol P for the class of all p{representable relations. This paper presents further advances in the problem which relation L S is p{rep-resentable. To formulate them we have to describe a reduction of the problem attained in 10]. This task demands an extensive notation. 
The whole proof will consist of ten schemes of the above form.
We continue with the case L 2 S (5)). The assertions (1) and (2) Though the results of the previous section concerned the most general situations, from now on we are not able to keep further this level and start to assume discrete systems = ( i ) i2N . It is, however, a challenge to nd respective proofs for {algebras.
The notation is xed as follows. Every random variable i takes its values in a nite set X i , i 2 N , and these sets are chosen to be minimal, i.e. every value x i 2 X i has a positive probability. The subsystems I range over the Cartesian products X I = i2I X i , On account of the last formula we see immediately that the function q 24 de ned in the rst part of the proof (2 $ 3) is a probability distribution on X 24 and becose of it (24j;) 2 L similarly as before.
Third, we step to the case L = j ] j 2 S The point is that both q and r have the same all three two{dimensional marginals. Thus To prove the converse one we present two simple examples and refer the reader to Consequence 2 of 10] which designates that a semimatroid from S 12 contained in a p{ representable semimatroid from S 12 is p{representable, too. Example 1. Let = fa; b; c; dg be a four{element probability space with the uniform distribution and 1 = (ab)(cd), 2 = (ac)(bd), 3 To see it one has to verify the inclusion and (34j;) 6 in the problem of p{representability for four-elements sets is to nd all these irreducible types.
